
BrightFish Reading Answer Key
Grade 5 Stories

Story Title Lexile Measure, Word Count

Brainy Bio (NF) 830L, 220

Charlie and the Chocolate Factory (NF) 870L, 193

Colossal Coaster (F) 820L, 200

Fossil Clues (NF) 910L, 205

Goliath Frogs (NF) 840L, 193

Medieval Legend (F)  820L, 202

Niagara Falls (NF)  910L, 198

Paused (F) 860L, 197

6.5 Million (F) 820L, 296

Skater Girls (NF)  880L, 206

Summer Hoops (F)  850L, 200

Zoo Day (F)  910L, 202



Grade 5 Stories

Name Question Part Type Score Question Answer Tags

Brainy Bio - Vocab 1 1 M/C 1 cerebrum

Definition: The front part of the brain that is 

the area where thoughts occur. For example: 

My cerebrum allows me to process 

information and make decisions. In humans, 

the cerebrum is the largest section of the 

brain. 

Which sentence demonstrates the best use of 

the word 'cerebrum'?

The cerebrum is con... 5.L.4 | 5.L.5 | 5.L.6

Brainy Bio - Vocab 1 2 G/O 2 cerebrum brain | mind | intellect | *** heart | lung | 

liver

5.L.4 | 5.L.5 | 5.L.6

Brainy Bio - Vocab 2 1 M/C 1 hemispheres

Definition: The two halves of the brain. For 

example: The human brain is divided into two 

hemispheres. The two hemispheres of the 

brain control the motions of the opposite side 

of the body.

Which sentence demonstrates the best use of 

the word 'hemispheres'?

The two hemispheres... 5.L.4 | 5.L.5 | 5.L.6

Brainy Bio - Vocab 2 2 G/O 2 hemispheres halves | sections | sides | *** whole | 

entire | total

5.L.4 | 5.L.5 | 5.L.6

Brainy Bio - Vocab 3 1 M/C 1 artistic

Definition: Demonstrating imagination and 

skill related to art. For example: The drama 

club is looking for artistic people to help 

design the set for the school play. I am not 

good at drawing but my sister is very artistic.   

Which sentence demonstrates the best use of 

the word 'artistic'?

Logan was asked to ... 5.L.4 | 5.L.5 | 5.L.6
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Brainy Bio - Vocab 3 2 G/O 2 artistic creative | imaginative | inventive | *** 

scientific | unimaginative | boring

5.L.4 | 5.L.5 | 5.L.6

Brainy Bio - Vocab 4 1 M/C 1 logical

Definition: According to what is likely to 

happen based on reason. For example: Due to 

the dark clouds in the sky, it is logical to 

believe it will rain today. My sister left for 

school twenty minutes before me, so it's 

logical that she will get there first. 

Which sentence demonstrates the best use of 

the word 'logical'?

The top team has th... 5.L.4 | 5.L.5 | 5.L.6

Brainy Bio - Vocab 4 2 G/O 2 logical probable | reasonable | sensible | *** 

unlikely | absurd | nonsensical

5.L.4 | 5.L.5 | 5.L.6

Brainy Bio - Vocab 5 1 M/C 1 responsible

Definition: Controlling or causing something 

to happen. For example: The pilot is 

responsible for landing the plane safely. Our 

lungs are responsible for our ability to 

breathe. 

Which sentence demonstrates the best use of 

the word 'responsible'?

The control system ... 5.L.4 | 5.L.5 | 5.L.6

Brainy Bio - Vocab 5 2 G/O 2 responsible accountable | liable | answerable | *** 

useless | irresponsible | insignificant

5.L.4 | 5.L.5 | 5.L.6

Brainy Bio - Vocab 6 1 M/C 1 hippocampus

Definition: A curved ridge in your brain that 

forms and stores memories. For example: The 

hippocampus is the memory center of the 

brain. Thanks to my hippocampus, I know 

how to drive my car each time I get in it. 

Which sentence demonstrates the best use of 

the word 'hippocampus'?

My hippocampus cont... 5.L.4 | 5.L.5 | 5.L.6

Brainy Bio - Vocab 6 2 G/O 2 hippocampus memory | recall | brain | *** action | 

movement | motion

5.L.4 | 5.L.5 | 5.L.6



Brainy Bio - Vocab 7 1 M/C 1 activated

Definition: To have caused something to 

begin working. For example: Jayda activated 

the machine by pressing the big red button. I 

waved my hand and it activated the dryer.    

Which sentence demonstrates the best use of 

the word 'activated'?

By touching the scr... 5.L.4 | 5.L.5 | 5.L.6

Brainy Bio - Vocab 7 2 G/O 2 activated launched | started | stimulated | *** 

halted | stopped | ended

Brainy Bio - Vocab 8 1 M/C 1 cerebellum

Definition: The area at the base of the brain 

that controls balance and movement. For 

example: The gymnast's balance is controlled 

by her cerebellum. When I kick a soccer ball, 

my cerebellum sends a signal to my leg to 

make it move.   

Which sentence demonstrates the best use of 

the word 'cerebellum'?

My cerebellum contr... 5.L.4 | 5.L.5 | 5.L.6

Brainy Bio - Vocab 8 2 G/O 1 cerebellum movement | actions | motion | *** 

memory | thoughts | decisions

Brainy Bio - Vocab 9 1 M/C 1 coordination

Definition: The ability to move parts of your 

body at the same time with ease. For 

example: The gymnast demonstrated 

excellent coordination as she carried out her 

routine. Figure skaters possess amazing 

coordination in landing their jumps.    

Which sentence demonstrates the best use of 

the word 'coordination'?

The performer showe... 5.L.4 | 5.L.5 | 5.L.6

Brainy Bio - Vocab 9 2 G/O 1 coordination harmony | unity | collaboration | *** 

disagreement | chaos | conflict



Brainy Bio - Vocab 10 1 M/C 1 features

Definition: Parts that make up a whole. For 

example: The beautiful church has many 

striking features, such as a carved wooden 

door. I use a lot of social features to stay 

connected on my cellphone. 

Which sentence demonstrates the best use of 

the word 'features'?

One of the newest f... 5.L.4 | 5.L.5 | 5.L.6

Brainy Bio - Vocab 10 2 G/O 1 features pieces | ingredients | elements | *** 

whole | total | sum

Brainy Bio - Vocab 11 1 FIB 10 Fill in the blanks. Drag and drop the best word 

to complete each sentence.

coordination | features | cerebrum | 

hippocampus | cerebellum | hemispheres 

| responsible | artistic | activated | logical

5.L.4 | 5.L.5 | 5.L.6

Brainy Bio - Vocab 12 1 shorttext 1  Apply the vocabulary. Write your own 

sentences using the words shown below. 

Make sure to follow correct sentence 

structure, using proper punctuation. 

capitalization, punctuation, and spelling.

coordination | features | cerebrum | 

hippocampus | cerebellum | hemispheres 

| responsible | artistic | activated | logical

5.L.1 | 5.L.2 | 5.L.3

Brainy Bio  - During 1 1 1 M/C 1 What is the boss of your entire body? brain 5.RI.1

Brainy Bio  - During 1 2 1 M/C 1  Which part of your brain is responsible for 

thinking?

cerebrum 5.RI.1 | 5.RI.4

Brainy Bio  - During 1 3 1 M/C 1 What are the two halves of your cerebrum 

called?

hemispheres 5.RI.1 | 5.RI.4

Brainy Bio  - During 1 4 1 M/C 1 Which hemisphere of your cerebrum are you 

using while painting a picture?

right 5.RI.1 | 5.RI.4

Brainy Bio  - During 2 1 1 M/C 1 What is the hippocampus responsible for? memory 5.RI.1 | 5.RI.4

Brainy Bio  - During 2 2 1 M/C 1 What are the two different kinds of 

memories? 

short-term and long... 5.RI.1 | 5.RI.4

Brainy Bio  - During 2 3 1 M/C 1 Which of the following statements is the best 

example of a short-term memory?

Remembering that yo... 5.RI.1 | 5.RI.4

Brainy Bio  - During 2 4 1 M/C 1 Which of the following statements is an 

example of a long-term memory?

Remembering your fi... 5.RI.1 | 5.RI.4

Brainy Bio  - During 3 1 1 M/C 1 Which part of your brain manages muscle 

movement?

cerebellum 5.RI.1 | 5.RI.4

Brainy Bio  - During 3 2 1 M/C 1 What is NOT controlled by the cerebellum? logical thinking 5.RI.1 | 5.RI.4



Brainy Bio  - During 3 3 1 M/C 1 Which example of an action controlled by the 

cerebellum is mentioned in the paragraph?

throwing a ball 5.RI.1 | 5.RI.4

Brainy Bio - Post 1 1 M/C 1 Which word best describes the tone of this 

passage? 

informative 5.RI.4 | 5.RI.1

Brainy Bio - Post 2 1 M/C 1 What is the main idea of the second 

paragraph?

The hippocampus is ... 5.RI.2

Brainy Bio - Post 3 1 FIB 5 Are the following statements true or false? 

Select the correct answer from each drop-

down box.

False | True | False | True | False 5.RI.1 | 5.RI.4

Brainy Bio - Post 4 1 G/O 1 Drag and drop the phrases below into the 

correct section of the Venn Diagram. 

responsible forthin... | divided into two 

hal... | involved in solving ... | *** controls 

balance and... | manages muscle movem... 

| important for athlet... | *** part of the 

brain

5.RI.3 | 5.RI.4

Brainy Bio - Post 5 1 FIB 3 Which part of your brain is primarily being 

used in each of the scenarios listed below? 

Select the correct answer from each drop-

down box.

Hippocampus | Cerebrum | Cerebellum 5.RI.1 | 5.RI.4

Brainy Bio - Post 6 1 G/O 1 Determine whether the activities listed below 

are controlled by the right side or the left side 

of your brain. Drag and drop each activity into 

the correct box. 

dividing a pizza in... | deciding the fastes... 

| conducting a scienc... | *** playing a 

guitar | acting in a play | building a 

sandcast...

5.RI.1

Brainy Bio - Post 7 1 longtext 4 Why does the author call the brain the boss of 

the human body? Explain your answer in the 

space below and use information from the 

text to support your ideas. Write at least two 

sentences using standard capitalization and 

punctuation.

Students should use information from the 

text to support the idea that the brain is 

the boss by managing all of the functions 

that are necessary for life.

5.RI.1

Name Question Part Type Score Question Answer Tags

Charlie and the Chocolate Factory - 

Vocab

1 1 M/C 1 ordinary

Definition: Ordinary means that something is 

normal or the usual. For example: Today was 

the same old ordinary day. Peppy looked like 

an ordinary dog but he was very special. 

Which sentence uses 'ordinary' best?

I thought today was... 5.L.4 | 5.L.5 | 5.L.6

Charlie and the Chocolate Factory - 

Vocab

1 2 G/O 2 ordinary usual | plain | normal | *** fantastic | 

extraordinary | amazing



Charlie and the Chocolate Factory - 

Vocab

2 1 M/C 1 fabulous 

Definition: Fabulous means something 

amazing or awesome. For example: The 

movie last night was fabulous! Annie looks 

fabulous in her prom dress.  

Which sentence uses 'fabulous' best?

You look fabulous i... 5.L.4 | 5.L.5 | 5.L.6

Charlie and the Chocolate Factory - 

Vocab

2 2 G/O 2 fabulous awesome | fantastic | amazing | *** 

terrible | usual | ordinary

5.L.4 | 5.L.5 | 5.L.6

Charlie and the Chocolate Factory - 

Vocab

3 1 M/C 1 scrambling

Definition: Scrambling is when someone is 

moving quickly or rushing to get something 

done. For example: My sister was scrambling 

to get dressed in the morning. During fire 

drills, people are usually scrambling out of the 

building.

Which sentence uses 'scrambling' best?

I was scrambling to... 5.L.4 | 5.L.5 | 5.L.6

Charlie and the Chocolate Factory - 

Vocab

3 2 G/O 2 scrambling hustling | rushing | moving | *** resting | 

relaxing | creeping

Charlie and the Chocolate Factory - 

Vocab

4 1 M/C 1 luxuries

Definition: Luxuries are things that generally 

cost a lot of money and are bought for 

comfort and pleasure rather than because it is 

a necessity. For example: For my family, going 

on vacation is one of the luxuries in life. My 

rich uncle has all the luxuries in the world. 

Which sentence uses 'luxuries' best?

When I grow up I wi... 5.L.4 | 5.L.5 | 5.L.6

Charlie and the Chocolate Factory - 

Vocab

4 2 G/O 2 luxuries comforts | riches | frills | *** basics | 

cheap | essentials



Charlie and the Chocolate Factory - 

Vocab

5 1 M/C 1 slim

Definition: Slim means to have a very small 

chance or to be slender. For example: I have a 

slim chance of winning the big lottery tonight. 

The model had beautiful long slim fingers.  

Which sentence uses 'slim' best?

I barely studied so... 5.L.4 | 5.L.5 | 5.L.6

Charlie and the Chocolate Factory - 

Vocab

5 2 G/O 2 slim small | low | tiny | *** great | large | high

Charlie and the Chocolate Factory - 

Vocab

6 1 M/C 1 accompanied

Definition: Accompanied means to go along 

with someone or to join them. For example: 

My babysitter accompanied me to school 

today. My best friend accompanied me to the 

movies last night. 

Which sentence uses 'accompanied' best?

Janet is accompanie... 5.L.4 | 5.L.5 | 5.L.6

Charlie and the Chocolate Factory - 

Vocab

6 2 G/O 2 accompanied together | with | escorted | *** alone | 

solo | unaccompanied

Charlie and the Chocolate Factory - 

Vocab

7 1 ficlozet 6 Fill in the blanks. scrambling | fabulous | luxuries | ordinary 

| slim | accompanied

5.L.5

Charlie and the Chocolate Factory - 

Vocab

8 1 shorttext 1  Apply the vocabulary. Write your own 

sentences using the words shown below. 

Make sure to follow standard sentence 

structure, using capitals, punctuation and 

correct spelling.

scrambling | fabulous | luxuries | ordinary 

| slim | accompanied

5.L.1 | 5.L.2 | 5.L.3

Charlie and the Chocolate Factory - 

During 1

1 1 M/C 1 The factory in the book Charlie and the 

Chocolate Factory is owned by 

____________. 

Willy Wonka 5.RI.1

Charlie and the Chocolate Factory - 

During 1

2 1 M/C 1 Willy Wonka holds a competition to win: a tour of his facto... 5.RI.1

Charlie and the Chocolate Factory - 

During 1

3 1 M/C 1 You must find one of the five golden tickets to 

win a visit to the Chocolate Factory. 

According to the text, where would you look? 

inside a Willy Wonk... 5.RI.1

Charlie and the Chocolate Factory - 

During 1

4 1 shorttext 1 How do you know that the Chocolate Factory 

is no ordinary place?

Chocolate flows lik... 5.RI.1



Charlie and the Chocolate Factory - 

During 2

1 1 G/O 2 Using the information from the text, drag and 

drop the following statements into the 

correct category in the boxes below.                                

Charlie is poor. | Charlie is a young ... | 

Charlie lives with ... | Charlie lives in a ... | 

*** Charlie buys a tick... | Charlie lives in a 

... | Charlie has high ch... | Charlie is 18.

5.RI.1

Charlie and the Chocolate Factory - 

During 2

2 1 M/C 1 When Charlie finds a golden ticket, how many 

tickets had already been found?

4 5.RI.1

Charlie and the Chocolate Factory - 

During 2

3 1 FIB 3 Fill in the blanks. chocolate | 5 | his Grandpa Joe 5.RI.1

Charlie and the Chocolate Factory - 

During 2

4 1 FIB 3 Match the statements with the correct causes 

and effects. Drag and drop the matching 

items below.

He finds a dollar b... | Charlie finds the g... 

| Charlie starts his ...

5.RI.1

Charlie and the Chocolate Factory - 

Post

1 1 M/C 1 Which of these pictures do you think would 

look most like Charlie?

[Image 3]: boy eating chocolate. 5.RI.1

Charlie and the Chocolate Factory - 

Post

2 1 M/C 1 A simile helps the reader imagine what the 

author is trying to say using the words like or 

as to compare two things. Which of the 

following statements is a simile?

It is a place where... 5.RI.4

Charlie and the Chocolate Factory - 

Post

3 1 FIB 1 There are three main ways to discuss a 

written work:

1) summary: a short description of the entire 

story

2) synopsis: an outline that provides some 

details

3) excerpt: a short piece taken directly from 

the text

Fill in the blank with the best word to describe 

this passage about Charlie and the Chocolate 

Factory.

synopsis 5.RI.4

Charlie and the Chocolate Factory - 

Post

4 1 longtext 1 After the competition is announced, people 

all around the world are scrambling to find 

the hidden tickets. What does this tell us 

about Willy Wonka and his factory? Use 

details from the text to support your answer.

Students can make the inference that the 

tickets are in such high demand because 

people are really fascinated by the 

chocolate factory and want to experience 

it for themselves.

5.RI.1



Charlie and the Chocolate Factory - 

Post

5 1 M/C 1 The only character other than Willy Wonka 

that the author describes in this text is 

Charlie. Why do you think the author did this?

Charlie is the main... 5.RI.1

Charlie and the Chocolate Factory - 

Post

6 1 G/O 3 Organize details about the characters, setting, 

and plot of Charlie and the Chocolate Factory. 

Drag and drop information from the passage 

under the correct heading. 

Charlie| Grandpa Joe| Willy Wonka| *** 

The story takes pla... | *** 5 lucky winners 

win...

5.RL.1

Name Question Part Type Score Question Answer Tags

Colossal Coaster- Vocab 1 1 M/C 1 enough

Definition: When something is equal to what 

is needed.  For example: I have just enough 

time to get to school before the bell rings. 

There is enough food for everyone.  

Which sentence uses 'enough' best?

She is old enough t... 5.L.4 | 5.L.5 | 5.L.6

Colossal Coaster- Vocab 1 2 G/O 1 enough adequate | sufficient | plenty | *** 

insufficient | lacking | unsuitable

5.L.5 | 5.L.6 | 5.L.4

Colossal Coaster- Vocab 2 1 M/C 1 glimpse

Definition: Look at or see something or 

someone for a very short time. For example: 

She caught a glimpse of herself in the mirror 

as she walked by. The boy only got a glimpse 

of the cat as it ran across the street.

Which sentence uses 'glimpse' best?

We only got a glimp... 5.L.4 | 5.L.5 | 5.L.6

Colossal Coaster- Vocab 2 2 G/O 1 glimpse glance | peek | look | *** stare | gaze | 

gawk

Colossal Coaster- Vocab 3 1 M/C 1 official

Definition: Something that is authorized or 

issued by an authority. For example: The 

doctor wrote an official report for his patient. 

The news reporter released the official 

numbers from the election. 

Which sentence uses 'official' best?

The athlete had an ... 5.L.4 | 5.L.5 | 5.L.6



Colossal Coaster- Vocab 3 2 G/O 1 official authorized | sanctioned | certified | *** 

unauthorized | unofficial | invalid

Colossal Coaster- Vocab 4 1 M/C 1 colossal

Definition: Something very large or 

enormous. For example: He had the colossal 

sundae at the ice cream shop. There is a 

colossal statue in the town square.

Which sentence uses 'colossal' best?

The mansion has col... 5.L.4 | 5.L.5 | 5.L.6

Colossal Coaster- Vocab 4 2 G/O 1 colossal huge | enormous | gigantic | *** 

miniature | small | tiny

Colossal Coaster- Vocab 5 1 M/C 1 turnstile

Definition: A gate at an entrance or exit with 

arms that turn around and allow only one 

person at a time to pass through. For 

example: There is a turnstile at the zoo that 

you must pass through to exit. There was a 

large line at the turnstile to enter the store.

Which sentence uses 'turnstile' best?

There is a turnstil... 5.L.4 | 5.L.5 | 5.L.6

Colossal Coaster- Vocab 5 2 G/O 1 turnstile entrance | gateway | exit | *** wall | 

fence | walkway

Colossal Coaster- Vocab 6 1 M/C 1 familiar

Definition: Something that is easy to 

recognize because you have seen, heard or 

experienced it many times in the past. For 

example: Her shirt looked very familiar as I 

had seen her wear it many times before. The 

teacher read a familiar story to the class. 

Which sentence uses 'familiar' best?

I believe I have me... 5.L.4 | 5.L.5 | 5.L.6

Colossal Coaster- Vocab 6 2 G/O 1 familiar recognizable | known | memorable | *** 

different | unknown | unseen



Colossal Coaster- Vocab 7 1 M/C 1 realized

Definition: To understand or become aware 

of something. For example: He realized he 

was going to be very late for dinner. She 

slowly realized how scary this ride was going 

to be. 

Which sentence uses 'realized' best?

The boy realized he... 5.L.4 | 5.L.5 | 5.L.6

Colossal Coaster- Vocab 7 2 G/O 1 realized understood | comprehended | grasped | 

*** overlooked | ignored | misunderstood

Colossal Coaster- Vocab 8 1 FIB 7 Fill in the blanks. Drag and drop the missing 

word to complete each sentence.

turnstile | enough| glimpse| official| 

realized| familiar| colossal

5.L.4 | 5.L.5 | 5.L.6

Colossal Coaster- Vocab 9 1 shorttext 1  Write your own sentences using the words 

shown below. Make sure to follow correct 

sentence structure, using proper punctuation. 

capitalization, punctuation, and spelling.

turnstile | enough| glimpse| official| 

realized| familiar| colossal

5.L.1 | 5.L.2 | 5.L.3

Colossal Coaster  - During 1 1 1 M/C 1 What does the main character in the story 

think caused him to grow taller?

eating lots of vege... 5.RL.1

Colossal Coaster  - During 1 2 1 M/C 1 The author uses a lot of descriptive words to 

describe the vegetables the main character 

ate. What are they? (Select all that apply.)

every color of the ... | bright green 

brocco... | deep burgundy beets

5.RL.4

Colossal Coaster  - During 1 3 1 FIB 3 Arrange the parts to make complete 

sentences that make sense. Drag and drop 

the matching options into the boxes below.

I was finally tall ... | so tall in my life. | right 

about the veg...

5.RL.1

Colossal Coaster - During 2 1 1 M/C 1 What does the main character think is more 

fun than going to the doctor?

going to Wild Adven... 5.RL.1

Colossal Coaster - During 2 2 1 M/C 1 How do you think the main character felt 

when the ride operator said he wasn't going 

to make the cut?

disappointed 5.RL.1

Colossal Coaster - During 2 3 1 FIB 3 Arrange the parts to make complete 

sentences that make sense. Drag and drop 

the correct options into the boxes below.

better than going t... | for three summers. 

| I wasn€™t going to m...

5.RL.1

Colossal Coaster - During 3 1 1 FIB 5 Fill in the blanks by selecting the best word 

from the drop-down menu options.

shake | through | ride operator | stick | 

four

5.RL.1



Colossal Coaster - During 3 2 1 M/C 1 The main character goes through a lot of 

emotions in this paragraph. What do you 

learn about how the main character feels? 

Select all that apply.

excited - he/she is... | nervous - it's time... 

| scared - the coaste...

5.RL.1

Colossal Coaster - During 3 3 1 shorttext 1 'Enjoy the ride,' said the operator. What does 

this mean for the main character?

the character was t... 5.RL.4

Colossal Coaster -- Post 1 1 M/C 1 Why was the main character so committed to 

eating vegetables?

to grow tall enough... 5.RL.1

Colossal Coaster -- Post 2 1 M/C 1 The narrator of the story is a child. How do 

you think the story would be different if it was 

told from the mother's point of view? Choose 

all that apply.

She might not be as... | She may worry 

about... | She wouldn't necess...

5.RL.6

Colossal Coaster -- Post 3 1 M/C 4 The brother of the main character was also in 

line for the Colossal Coaster. What did he 

likely experience as he reached the turnstile?  

Select all that apply.

He was confident th... | He was excited as 

h... | He was measured and...

5.RL.3

Colossal Coaster -- Post 4 1 G/O 1 A summary retells the important parts of a 

story. Drag and drop the events from Colossal 

Coaster into the boxes below in the order that 

they happened in the story. 

The child has wante... | *** The child ate 

veget... | *** The ride operator m... | *** 

The child stretches... | *** The child is tall 

e...

5.RL.3

Colossal Coaster -- Post 5 1 FIB 1 The story ends with the main character about 

to go on the Colossal Coaster. In fiction, this is 

called what?

cliffhanger - leave... 5.RL.1

Colossal Coaster -- Post 6 1 longtext 4 The author ends the story with 'My heart 

racing, I suddenly realized that the Colossal 

Coaster looked a lot scarier up close!' Do you 

think the main character goes on the Colossal 

Coaster? Explain using examples from the 

text.

This is a creative writing exercise, but 

students can use information from the text 

about how excited the author is about 

riding the coaster as part of the answer.

5.RL.5

Name Question Part Type Score Question Answer Tags

Fossil Clues - Vocabulary 1 1 M/C 1 scientist

Definition: A scientist is a person who studies 

or has expert knowledge of the natural or 

physical sciences. For example: The scientist 

performs chemical experiments in the lab. 

Jim, the scientist who lives next door, studies 

plants. 

Which sentence uses 'scientist' best?

After years of scho... 5.L.4 | 5.L.5 | 5.L.6

Fossil Clues - Vocabulary 1 2 G/O 2 scientist analyst | chemist | researcher | *** 

amateur | uneducated | artist



Fossil Clues - Vocabulary 2 1 M/C 1 fossil 

Definition: A fossil is the remains or 

impression of an organism of a former 

geological age. For example: We found the 

fossil remains of an insect in this rock.  Some 

museums contain fossil collections that are 

thousands of years old. 

Which sentence uses 'fossil' best?

The kids found what... 5.L.4 | 5.L.5 | 5.L.6

Fossil Clues - Vocabulary 2 2 G/O 2 fossil relic | skeleton | old | *** new | modern | 

young

Fossil Clues - Vocabulary 3 1 M/C 1 preserved 

Definition: Preserved means to maintain 

something in its original or existing state. For 

example: Mike's grandmother always kept 

preserved fruit in her basement. The old 

building was fixed so that the ancient beauty 

would be preserved. 

Which sentence uses 'preserved' best?

The family photo al... 5.L.4 | 5.L.5 | 5.L.6

Fossil Clues - Vocabulary 3 2 G/O 2 preserved maintained | retained | saved | *** 

wrecked | ruined | destroyed

Fossil Clues - Vocabulary 4 1 M/C 1 discovered

Definition: Discovered means to find 

something unexpectedly when searching. For 

example: She discovered a small treasure 

chest buried in the sand. The coach 

discovered a new star player at tryouts. 

 

Which sentence uses 'discovered' best?

After a long search... 5.L.4 | 5.L.5 | 5.L.6

Fossil Clues - Vocabulary 4 2 G/O 2 discovered found | located | revealed | *** forgotten 

| hidden | lost



Fossil Clues - Vocabulary 5 1 M/C 1 attached

Definition: Joined or fastened to something. 

Example: Make sure that the trailer is 

attached to the truck. I have attached my key 

to the string so that I don't lose it.  

Which sentence uses 'attached' best?

I attached the pape... 5.L.4 | 5.L.5 | 5.L.6

Fossil Clues - Vocabulary 5 2 G/O 2 attached fastened | joined | connected | *** 

detached | apart | separated

Fossil Clues - Vocabulary 6 1 M/C 1 modern

Definition: From the present or recent times. 

For example: Fiona's new car looks modern. 

The clothes I wear are very modern. 

Which sentence uses 'modern' best?

I only listen to mo... 5.L.4 | 5.L.5 | 5.L.6

Fossil Clues - Vocabulary 6 2 G/O 2 modern current | latest | new | *** old | past | 

outdated

Fossil Clues - Vocabulary 7 1 FIB 6 Complete each sentence by dragging and 

dropping the correct word into the 

corresponding blank space.

scientist | fossil | preserved | discovered | 

attached | modern

5.L.4 | 5.L.5

Fossil Clues - Vocabulary 8 1 shorttext 1  

Apply the vocabulary. Write your own 

sentences using the words shown below. 

Make sure to follow standard sentence 

structure, using capitals, punctuation and 

correct spelling.

scientist

scientist | fossil | preserved | discovered | 

attached | modern

5.L.1 | 5.L.2 | 5.L.3

Fossil Clues - During 1 1 1 FIB 1 Complete the sentence by selecting the 

correct word from the drop-down list below.

fossils 5.RI.1

Fossil Clues - During 1 2 1 FIB 1 Complete the sentence by selecting the 

correct word from the drop-down list below.

millions 5.RI.1

Fossil Clues - During 1 3 1 M/C 1 Preserved means to keep something looking 

like its original or existing form. Which of 

these things can be fixed or maintained to 

resemble its original form? Select all that 

apply:

cars| books | fruits | vegetables | animal 

remains | buildings  

5.RI.1 | 5.RI.7



Fossil Clues - During 1 4 1 M/C 1 This passage discusses scientists who study 

dinosaur fossils. What is this type of scientist 

called?

paleontologist 5.RI.4

Fossil Clues - During 2 1 1 FIB 4 Drag and drop the information below to 

accurately complete each sentence.

the size of their b... | where muscles were 

... | a dinosaur's diet | meant the dinosaur 

...

5.RI.4

Fossil Clues - During 2 2 1 FIB 3 Complete the sentences by selecting the 

correct word in each drop-down list below.

poop | teeth | meat-eater 5.RI.1

Fossil Clues - During 2 3 1 M/C 1 If a scientist finds bones or teeth in a 

dinosaur's poop, they know that it was 

probably a meat-eater. What is another word 

for a meat-eater?

carnivore 5.RI.4

Fossil Clues - During 2 4 1 M/C 1 What parts of a dinosaur can become fossils? footprints poop bon... 5.RI.1

Fossil Clues - During 3 1 1 shorttext 1 Explain what the author means by 'in the 

dark.' Write your answer as a complete 

sentence in the box below.

dont know understan... 5.RI.4

Fossil Clues - During 3 2 1 shorttext 1 Explain what the author means by 'take on 

the color of the rock' and why this has made 

it difficult to determine the color of dinosaurs. 

Write your answer as a complete sentence in 

the box below.

they have become th... 5.RI.4

Fossil Clues - During 3 3 1 M/C 1 We learned a lot about dinosaur fossils in this 

passage. Would you consider this story to be 

fiction or nonfiction?

nonfiction 5.RI.4

Fossil Clues - Post 1 1 M/C 1 In the first paragraph, the author says that 

fossils can provide many important clues. 

What questions about dinosaurs can be 

answered by fossils?

diet size where mus... 5.RI.1

Fossil Clues - Post 2 1 M/C 1 The author explains that marks on fossilized 

bones show where muscles were attached. 

What do the scientists compare the muscle 

placement to, in order to get an idea of what 

a dinosaur body might look like?

modern animals 5.RI.1



Fossil Clues - Post 3 1 G/O 7 Organize what you read about fossils into the 

graphic organizer below. Drag and drop the 

correct responses to match the categories.

Concept - What is the subject the author is 

writing about?

Who: Who are the ones responsible for 

discovering the clues?

Why: Why are these discoveries important?

How: How are the questions about dinosaurs 

being answered?

Where: Where are the scientists finding these 

fossils?

When: According to the text how old are 

some of the fossils?

What: What fossilized items are scientists 

using to help answer questions about 

dinosaurs?

fossils | *** scientists | *** they give 

informati... | *** bones footprintscla... | 

*** studying fossil evi... | *** millions of 

years | *** earth's crust or ro...

5.RI.2

Fossil Clues - Post 4 1 G/O 1 Scientists have confirmed that dinosaurs once 

lived in every continent of the world. 

However, most dinosaur fossils have been 

found in North America, South America and 

Asia. Drag and drop the names of these 

continents into the correct boxes on the map 

below.

South America | *** North America | *** 

Asia

5.RI.7

Fossil Clues - Post 5 1 G/O 1 Scientists who discover and study dinosaur 

bones look for clues, much like police 

detectives. Compare and contrast the role of 

dinosaur scientists and police detectives. Drag 

and drop statements for each role into the 

appropriate box and place common 

statements in the both box.

They dig upfossils | They 

examinedinosau... | *** They 

catchcriminals | They examinecrime s... | 

*** They solvemysteries | They 

haveinterestin...

5.RI.7

Fossil Clues - Post 6 1 M/C 1 What was the author's purpose in writing this 

passage?

to educate people a... 5.RI.8



Fossil Clues - Post 7 1 longtext 4 Why do you think it is important to study 

dinosaur fossils? Using information from the 

passage to support your answer, write your 

response in the box below.

Students can include information from the 

text regarding the value of learning more 

about the animals that no longer exist. 

5.RI.1

Fossil Clues - Post 8 1 M/C 1 Based on the information provided in the 

video clip, what are the two possible ways in 

which an animal or insect can be discovered 

still completely intact? 

frozen in ice | trapped in amber 5.RI.7

Name Question Part Type Score Question Answer Tags

Goliath Frogs - Vocabulary 1 1 M/C 1 endangered

Definition: Endangered means that an animal 

species is close to dying out. There are very 

few numbers of the species left alive. For 

example: The bald eagle may be endangered. 

The white tiger is a rare and endangered 

species.

Which sentence uses 'endangered' best?

Giant pandas are en... 5.L.5 | 5.L.4 | 5.L.6

Goliath Frogs - Vocabulary 1 2 G/O 2 endangered threatened| at risk | dwindling | *** 

plentiful| abundant | prevalent

5.L.4 | 5.L.5 | 5.L.6

Goliath Frogs - Vocabulary 2 1 M/C 1 uncertain 

Definition: Uncertain means that you are 

unsure or not confident about something. For 

example: I am uncertain if my dog wants to 

play or eat. I am uncertain about how well I 

did on my math test. 

Which sentence uses 'uncertain' best?

My baby brother kee... 5.L.4 | 5.L.5 | 5.L.6

Goliath Frogs - Vocabulary 2 2 G/O 2 uncertain unsure | unclear | hesitant | *** certain | 

known | confident

5.L.4 | 5.L.5 | 5.L.6

Goliath Frogs - Vocabulary 3 1 M/C 1 extinct

Definition:  Extinct means that something is 

no longer living or has died out. For example: 

Dinosaurs are extinct. There are a few types 

of fish that are now extinct. 

Which sentence uses 'extinct' best?

Dinosaurs have been... 5.L.4 | 5.L.5 | 5.L.6



Goliath Frogs - Vocabulary 3 2 G/O 2 extinct expired | gone | ended | *** alive | 

existing | living

5.L.4 | 5.L.5 | 5.L.6

Goliath Frogs - Vocabulary 4 1 M/C 1 habitats

Definition: Habitats are the natural 

environments or homes of plants or animals. 

For example: The clown fish's natural habitats 

are reef areas. Pandas like cool, mountainous 

habitats with lots of bamboo trees. 

Which sentence uses 'habitats' best?

Cougars often come ... 5.L.5 | 5.L.4 | 5.L.6

Goliath Frogs - Vocabulary 4 2 G/O 2 habitats homes | dwellings | environments | *** 

foreign | space | exposed

5.L.4 | 5.L.5 | 5.L.6

Goliath Frogs - Vocabulary 5 1 M/C 1 lifespan

Definition:  Lifespan is the length of time a 

person or animal lives or a thing functions. 

For example: The lifespan of a wild lion is 10-

14 years. The new laptops on the market 

have a short lifespan.  

Which sentence uses 'lifespan' best?

We can increase our... 5.L.4 | 5.L.5 | 5.L.6

Goliath Frogs - Vocabulary 5 2 G/O 2 lifespan generation | lifetime | age | *** 

extinction| youth | death

5.L.4 | 5.L.5 | 5.L.6

Goliath Frogs - Vocabulary 6 1 FIB 5 Fill in the blanks. extinct | lifespan | habitats | endangered | 

uncertain

Goliath Frogs - Vocabulary 7 1 shorttext 1  Apply the vocabulary. Write your own 

sentences using the words shown below. 

Make sure to follow standard sentence 

structure, using capitals, punctuation and 

correct spelling.

extinct | lifespan | habitats | endangered | 

uncertain

5.L.1 | 5.L.2 | 5.L.3

Goliath Frogs - During 1 1 1 M/C 1 Goliath frogs are the world's largest species of 

frog. How large can they be?

more than a foot 5.RI.1

Goliath Frogs - During 1 2 1 FIB 1 Complete the sentence by selecting the 

correct answer from the drop-down list 

below.

West Africa 5.RI.1

Goliath Frogs - During 1 3 1 M/C 1 What does it mean if an animal is considered 

endangered?

The animal is at ri...



Goliath Frogs - During 2 1 1 G/O 1 Goliath frogs are so rare that researchers 

don't yet know a lot of information about 

them. Listed below are points discussed in the 

passage. Drag and drop each of the points 

into the box with the appropriate heading.

  

type of food they e... | reasons why 

goliath... | what time they hunt...

5.RL.1

Goliath Frogs - During 2 2 1 FIB 2 Complete the sentence by selecting the 

correct word listed in each of the drop-down 

boxes below.

fish | amphibians 5.RI.1

Goliath Frogs - During 2 3 1 M/C 1 Why don't goliath frogs croak? They don't have voc... 5.RI.1

Goliath Frogs - During 3 1 1 M/C 1 Why are the habitats of the goliath frog being 

destroyed?

people are building... 5.RI.4

Goliath Frogs - During 3 2 1 shorttext 1 Some goliath frogs are kept as pets. Others 

are killed and sold. According to the author, 

why do people want dead frogs? Write your 

answer below using a complete sentence.

eat food or for the... 5.RI.4

Goliath Frogs - Post 1 1 M/C 1 The first line of the text asks the question: 

'What is more than a foot long, eats scorpions 

for dinner, and has been on Earth for 250 

million years?' What strategy is the author 

using here to encourage the reader to keep 

reading?

a riddle 5.L.3 | 5.RL.4

Goliath Frogs - Post 2 1 G/O 1 Drag and drop the statements listed below 

into the graphic organizer to show the 

evidence and main conclusion of the passage.

Humans are responsi... | *** People 

eatgoliath f... | People build houses... | 

People kill goliath... | People cut 

downtree...

5.RL.1 | 5.RI.8

Goliath Frogs - Post 3 1 M/C 1 Select each piece of information listed below 

that accurately describes the goliath frog.

endangered species | eats small fish and... 

| found in West Afric... | no vocal chords

5.RL.1

Goliath Frogs - Post 4 1 M/C 1 Tone refers to the author's attitude towards a 

topic. Choose the adjective listed below that 

best describes the tone of this text.

sympathetic 5.RL.6

Goliath Frogs - Post 5 1 M/C 1 How does the author convey that humans are 

the main cause of the endangerment of 

Goliath Frogs? 

The author implies ...

Goliath Frogs - Post 6 1 longtext 1 Consider what you have learned about goliath 

frogs. How can we help save the goliath frog 

from extinction? Write your response in the 

space below, using information from the text 

to support your answer.

In their answers, students can include 

information from the text about the loss of 

habitat and the impact of poaching on 

their survival.

5.RL.1 | 5.W.1.b | RI.5.1



Name Question Part Type Score Question Answer Tags

Medieval Legend  - Vocab 1 1 M/C 1 astounded 

Definition: Astounded is to be greatly shocked 

or surprised. For example: I was astounded by 

how tall my cousin Vince had gotten since I 

had seen him last. My entire family was 

astounded when I won the lottery. 

Which sentence uses 'astounded' best?

Mia was astounded b... 5.RL.4

Medieval Legend  - Vocab 1 2 G/O 2 astounded amazed | surprised | astonished | *** 

calmed | expected | bored

5.RL.4

Medieval Legend  - Vocab 2 1 M/C 1 heir

Definition: An heir is a person that inherits 

possessions or a title. For example: Prince 

Sebastian was heir to the family throne. 

Charles was an incredibly wealthy heir, yet 

very down to earth. 

Which sentence uses 'heir' best?

Thomas is heir to a... 5.RL.4

Medieval Legend  - Vocab 2 2 G/O 2 heir beneficiary | successor | inheritor | *** 

second-in-line | giver | stranger

5.RL.4

Medieval Legend  - Vocab 3 1 M/C 1 legendary

Definition: Legendary is something that is 

fictitious (not true), but very well-known. For 

example: Alexander the Great was a military 

genius whose exploits have reached near 

legendary status.  Peter's grandmother told 

him legendary tales from her Hungarian 

village, but he knew they weren't fully true.  

Which sentence uses 'legendary' best?

The local pizza res... 5.RL.4

Medieval Legend  - Vocab 3 2 G/O 2 legendary storied | mythical | fabled | *** factual | 

true | real

5.RL.4



Medieval Legend  - Vocab 4 1 M/C 1 literature

Definition: Literature is written text that can 

either be fiction or nonfiction. For example: 

Reading a variety of literature makes you 

smarter. Mrs. Garcia wrote Spanish literature 

for years after moving to the United States. 

Which sentence uses literature best?

I love reading nonf... 5.RL.4

Medieval Legend  - Vocab 4 2 G/O 2 literature novel | publication | writing | *** oral | 

speech | film

5.RL.4

Medieval Legend  - Vocab 5 1 M/C 1 conquests

Definition: Conquests refer to things that have 

been conquered; victories. For example: 

Mike's gold medal volleyball win was one of 

his most memorable conquests. The 

American army has had many historical 

conquests. 

Which sentence uses conquests best?

Successful conquest... 5.RL.4

Medieval Legend  - Vocab 5 2 G/O 2 conquests wins | invasions | takeovers | *** forfeits 

| failures | surrenders

5.RL.4

Medieval Legend  - Vocab 6 1 M/C 1 glorious

Definition: Glorious is to be marked by great 

beauty, delight or achievement. For example: 

Peggy is a glorious singer and performer. The 

country had a long and glorious military 

history. 

Which sentence uses glorious best?

When Abigail plays ... 5.RL.4

Medieval Legend  - Vocab 6 2 G/O 2 glorious delightful | magnificent | brilliant | *** 

bad | ordinary | horrible

5.RL.4



Medieval Legend  - Vocab 7 1 M/C 1 chivalry

Definition: Chivalry is a high moral code that 

was first used in the medieval period as 

expected conduct for knights. For example: 

Lord Daniels was a man of honor and chivalry. 

To impress women, Harold always acted with 

chivalry.  

Which sentence uses chivalry best?

Jenny liked when he... 5.RL.4

Medieval Legend  - Vocab 7 2 G/O 2 chivalry gallant | courtesy | majesty | *** 

cowardice | rudeness | degraded

5.RL.4

Medieval Legend  - Vocab 8 1 M/C 1 heroism

Definition: Heroism is to be brave. For 

example: Firefighters have many good 

qualities, including heroism.  I've always 

admired Cleo's heroism and ability to stand 

up to bullies.  

Which sentence uses heroism best?

Police officers oft... 5.RL.4

Medieval Legend  - Vocab 8 2 G/O 2 heroism courage | daring | valor | *** cowardice | 

fear | weakness

5.RL.4

Medieval Legend  - Vocab 9 1 FIB 8 Fill in the blanks. astounded | heir | legendary | literature | 

conquests | chivalry | heroism | glorious

5.RL.4

Medieval Legend  - Vocab 10 1 shorttext 1  Apply the vocabulary. Write your own 

sentences using the words shown below. 

Make sure to follow correct sentence 

structure, using proper punctuation. 

capitalization, punctuation, and spelling.

astounded | heir | legendary | literature | 

conquests | chivalry | heroism | glorious

5.RL.4

Medieval Legend - During 1 1 1 M/C 1 Why is the boy the rightful heir to the throne 

of Britain?

he pulls a magic sw... 5.RI.1

Medieval Legend - During 1 2 1 M/C 1 Replace the underlined word with a word 

from the list that best fits the sentence below.

'Everyone is astounded.'

shocked 5.RI.4

Medieval Legend - During 1 3 1 shorttext 1 The end of this paragraph states, 'the tale 

becomes legend.'

What is a legend?

A story that has be... 5.RI.4



Medieval Legend - During 1 4 1 ficlozet 2 Find two adjectives in the following sentence 

and type them in the spaces below in the 

order in which they appear:

young | magic | magic | young | 5.RI.4

Medieval Legend - During 1 5 1 M/C 1 Who or what is Excalibur? Select the 

matching image from the options below.

[Image] 5.RI.1

Medieval Legend - During 2 1 1 FIB 4 Fill in the blanks in the sentences below by 

selecting the correct word from each drop-

down menu.

legendary| medieval | hundreds | popular  5.RI.1

Medieval Legend - During 2 2 1 M/C 1 Replace the underlined word with a word 

from the list below that best fits into the 

sentence.

'These stories have been some of the most 

popular in world literature.'

famous 5.RI.4

Medieval Legend - During 2 3 1 M/C 1 The adventures of King Arthur have been told 

for:

hundreds of years 5.RI.1

Medieval Legend - During 2 4 1 FIB 3 Complete each sentence by correctly placing 

the phrases listed below. Drag and drop the 

best option into each of the boxes.

the legendary King ... | about Arthur and 

hi... | some of the most po...

5.RI.5

Medieval Legend - During 3 1 1 M/C 1 Select the picture that best describes how the 

story of King Arthur was first told.

[Image] 5.RI.1

Medieval Legend - During 3 2 1 M/C 1 What does the word ran mean in the 

following sentence?

'It was the glorious age of chivalry and 

heroism ran through all of the stories.'

The stories were fu... 5.RI.4

Medieval Legend - During 3 3 1 G/O 1 Select the images that best represent the time 

of King Arthur. Drag and drop the images into 

the box below.

[Image] | [Image] | [Image] 5.RI.1

Medieval Legend - During 4 1 1 M/C 1 We know a lot about the real Arthur. FALSE 5.RI.1

Medieval Legend - During 4 2 1 M/C 1 Who or what is Camelot? a castle 5.RI.1

Medieval Legend - During 4 3 1 shorttext 1 Explain what the word actual means in the 

sentence below. Write a full sentence for your 

response using capitals and punctuation.

'Historians believe that storytellers may have 

based their stories about King Arthur on an 

actual British leader in the early 500s.'

It means he was a r... 5.RI.4



Medieval Legend - Intro 1 1 M/C 1 When do you think a story called Medieval 

Legend would take place?

hundreds of years a...

Medieval Legend - Intro 2 1 M/C 1 This passage is about the story of King Arthur. 

This story has been told orally for years. What 

do we call this?

a legend

Medieval Legend - Post 1 1 M/C 1 The author begins by describing the legend of 

how Arthur became King. Why does the 

passage start in this way?

It sets up the idea... 5.RI.3

Medieval Legend - Post 2 1 G/O 2 Many believe that the stories of Arthur are 

fiction. Drag and drop the conclusion and 

evidence statements into the boxes below to 

support this theory.  

The stories of King... | *** We know very 

little... | King Arthur€™s stori... | Camelot's 

location ... | A boy is unlikely t...

5.RL.1

Medieval Legend - Post 3 1 M/C 4 Based on the passage, which character traits 

do you think best describe the legendary King 

Arthur? Select all that apply. 

brave| leader| adventurous| strong 5.RI.3

Medieval Legend - Post 4 1 M/C 1 How do you think the legend of King Arthur 

was shaped by the British culture in the 6th 

century? Choose the best reason from the list 

below.

The tales of Arthur...

Medieval Legend - Post 5 1 longtext 4 Why do you think the stories of King Arthur 

are so popular? Use information from the 

passage to support your answer.

In their answers, students can include 

information from the passage about the 

legendary tales of bravery and heroism, as 

well as the mystery that surrounds King 

Arthur. 

5.RI.1

Name Question Part Type Score Question Answer Tags

Niagara - Vocabulary 1 1 M/C 1 majestic 

Definition: Often used when talking or writing 

about things that are big and grand and 

beautiful. For example: The Rocky Mountains 

are majestic. The sunset at the beach was 

majestic. 

Which sentence uses 'majestic' best?

The ballroom in the... 5.L.4 | 5.L.5 | 5.L.6

Niagara - Vocabulary 1 2 G/O 6 majestic royal | awesome | amazing | *** dull | 

plain | boring

5.RL.4



Niagara - Vocabulary 2 1 M/C 1 situated 

Definition: Where something is located or 

placed. For example: The store is situated on 

the corner. The house is situated next to a 

lake.

Which sentence uses 'situated' best?

The bird wisely sit... 5.L.4 | 5.L.5 | 5.L.6

Niagara - Vocabulary 2 2 G/O 6 situated placed | located | positioned | *** unfixed 

| mobile | displaced

5.RL.4

Niagara - Vocabulary 3 1 M/C 1 impressive

Definition:  Something that is amazing or 

awesome. For example: His performance at 

the track meet was impressive. She has an 

impressive gift for music.

Which sentence uses 'impressive' best?

The varsity team lo... 5.L.4 | 5.L.5 | 5.L.6

Niagara - Vocabulary 3 2 G/O 6 impressive awesome | remarkable | majestic | *** 

plain | common | normal

5.RL.4

Niagara - Vocabulary 4 1 M/C 1 eager

Definition:  To really want something. For 

example: She is eager for summer vacation to 

begin. The team was eager for their first win 

of the season. 

Which sentence uses eager best?

After the long wint... 5.L.4 | 5.L.5 | 5.L.6

Niagara - Vocabulary 4 2 G/O 6 eager keen | anticipating | earnest | *** 

disinterested | hesitant | indifferent

Niagara - Vocabulary 5 1 M/C 1 spectacular

Definition: Something that is awesome or 

majestic. For example: The 4th of July 

fireworks show was spectacular. The museum 

has a spectacular natural history exhibit.

Which sentence uses spectacular best?

LeBron put on a spe... 5.L.4 | 5.L.5 | 5.L.6

Niagara - Vocabulary 5 2 G/O 6 spectacular awesome | impressive | majestic | *** 

boring | plain | common

5.RL.4



Niagara - Vocabulary 6 1 M/C 1 eroded

Definition: When something is slowly worn 

away, it has eroded. For example:  All of the 

soda he drank has eroded his teeth. The fast 

flowing water has eroded the banks of the 

river.

Which sentence uses eroded best?

The heavy traffic h... 5.L.4 | 5.L.5 | 5.L.6

Niagara - Vocabulary 6 2 G/O 6 eroded destroyed | crumbled | worn | *** 

strengthened | preserved | grown

5.RL.4

Niagara - Vocabulary 7 1 M/C 1 brink

Definition: The edge of a cliff or waterfall. For 

example: He stood at the brink and looked 

down at the ground below. The boat went 

over the brink of the falls and disappeared.

Which sentence uses brink best?

The fence kept peop... 5.L.4 | 5.L.5 | 5.L.6

Niagara - Vocabulary 7 2 G/O 6 brink edge | threshold | border | *** center | 

base | bottom

5.RL.4

Niagara - Vocabulary 8 1 M/C 1 description

Definition: A picture using words. For 

example: The author wrote a very detailed 

description of the main character. She gave a 

clear description of the crime scene.

Which sentence uses description best?

The description gav... 5.L.4 | 5.L.5 | 5.L.6

Niagara - Vocabulary 8 2 G/O 6 description picture | explanation | depiction | *** 

nondescript | misrepresentation | 

concealment

5.RL.4

Niagara - Vocabulary 9 1 FIB 8 Fill in the blanks. eager | spectacular | brink | eroded | 

description | majestic | impressive | 

situated

5.L.4 | 5.L.5 | 5.L.6

Niagara - Vocabulary 10 1 shorttext 1  Apply the vocabulary. Write your own 

sentences using the words shown below. 

Make sure to follow standard sentence 

structure, using capitals, punctuation and 

correct spelling.

eager | spectacular | brink | eroded | 

description | majestic | impressive | 

situated

5.L.1 | 5.L.2 | 5.L.3



Niagara-During-1 1 1 FIB 1 Complete the sentence. Drag and drop the 

correct place name into the box below.

Ontario 5.RI.1

Niagara-During-1 2 1 M/C 1 Niagara Falls is located on what river? Niagara River 5.RI.1

Niagara-During-1 3 1 M/C 1 The author describes Niagara Falls as a 

'majestic natural wonder.' What other natural 

wonders might the author think are 

'majestic'? Check all that apply.

The Grand Canyon | Ayres Rock| Mount 

Everest  

5.RI.1 | 5.RI.7

Niagara-During-1 4 1 G/O 1 Niagara Falls is shared between two 

countries. Drag and drop the name of each of 

these two countries into the correct rectangle 

on the map below.

Canada | *** USA 5.RI.1 | 5.RI.7

Niagara-During-2 1 1 FIB 8 Complete each sentence. Drag and drop the 

missing information into the boxes below.

Venezuela | world's tallest fal... | Niagara 

Falls | largest amount of w... | Inga Falls | 

Democratic Republic...

5.RI.1

Niagara-During-2 2 1 FIB 3 Based on the descriptions provided by the 

author in the text, drag and drop the pictures 

below into the correct box to match each 

waterfall image to its name.

[Image] | [Image] | [Image] 5.RI.1

Niagara-During-2 3 1 FIB 3 Based on information from the text, drag and 

drop the phrases below into the boxes to 

form complete sentences.

cause the brink to ... | means the falls 

mov... | falls can move a lo...

5.RI.1 | 5.RI.4

Niagara-During-2 4 1 FIB 5 Fill in the blanks by selecting the correct word 

from each drop-down list below.

brink | six | year | seven | 12000 5.RI.1

Niagara-During-3 1 1 FIB 3 Using facts from the text, complete the 

descriptions of the Falls. Drag and drop the 

information below into the correct boxes.

has three sections | is the largest sect... | is 

in the United St...

5.RI.1

Niagara-During-3 2 1 M/C 1 What does this paragraph tell you about 

Father Louis Hennepin? Select all that apply.

He was a 17th centu... | He was the first 

to...

5.RI.1

Niagara-During-3 3 1 M/C 1 The first recorded description of Niagara Falls 

was made by Father Louis Hennepin. What 

does 'the first recorded description' mean?

It was the first ti... 5.RI.4

Niagara-Post 1 1 M/C 1 In the first paragraph, the author uses a clever 

water metaphor. What is it?

a steady stream of ... 5.RI.4

Niagara-Post 2 1 M/C 1 The author explains that Niagara Falls is 

neither the tallest nor the biggest waterfall in 

the world. According to the author's opinion, 

what is it about the Falls that makes them so 

spectacular?

the huge amount of ... 5.RI.1



Niagara-Post 3 1 M/C 1 The author uses three similar words to 

describe Niagara Falls. What are they? 

majestic | spectacular | impressive 5.RI.4

Niagara-Post 4 1 G/O 1 Organize the information you read about 

Niagara Falls by dragging and dropping the 

phrases into the correct sections on the 

graphic organizer below.

Niagara Falls | *** majestic natural wo... | 

*** attracts many visit... | most amount of 

wate... | the brink moves6 fe...

5.RI.2

Niagara-Post 5 1 longtext 4 Do you think the author likes Niagara Falls? 

Explain your reasoning using examples from 

the text.

In their answer, students who say "yes" 

can refer to the word choices in the text, 

such as majestic and spectacular. 

5.RI.1

Niagara-Post 6 1 G/O 1 Niagara Falls is described as a natural wonder 

because it is both majestic and not man-

made. The Grand Canyon is also a natural 

wonder. Read the paragraph below about the 

Grand Canyon and then complete the graphic 

organizer provided to compare and contrast 

Niagara Falls with the Grand Canyon. 

Arizona's Grand Canyon is a natural 

formation distinguished by layered bands of 

red rock and vast size, averaging 10 miles 

across and a mile deep along its 277-mile 

length. Much of the area is a national park. 

With sweeping vistas, it's a destination for 

hiking, mule rides, camping and white-water 

rafting on the Colorado River.

known for the amount... | spans 

two countries | *** known for its size | 

has great hiking and... | *** found in North 

Amer... | natural not man-made

5.RI.7

Niagara-Post 7 1 G/O 1 Drag and drop the information into the 

correct sections of the graphic organizer 

below to demonstrate your overall 

knowledge of Niagara Falls.

Niagara Falls is an... | *** Discovered 

byFather... | *** Large amounts ofwat... | 

*** Niagara Falls | *** Not man-made | 

*** Discovered in the 1... | *** Between 

Ontario Can...

5.RI.2 | 5.RI.3

Name Question Part Type Score Question Answer Tags

Paused (Fiction) - Vocabulary 1 1 M/C 1 nimbly

Definition: To move quickly and easily. For 

example: The piano player's fingers moved 

nimbly across the keys. The goats move 

nimbly as they climb the rocky mountains. 

Which sentence uses 'nimbly' best?

I can't believe how... 5.RL.4



Paused (Fiction) - Vocabulary 1 2 G/O 2 nimbly quickly | easily | smoothly | *** clumsily | 

slowly | awkwardly

5.RL.4

Paused (Fiction) - Vocabulary 2 1 M/C 1 tentative

Definition: Tentative is a feeling of being 

uncertain, unsure or hesitant. For example: I 

was tentative about ordering so many 

doughnuts for so few people. Donna 

answered the phone with a tentative voice 

because she wasn't sure who was calling. 

Which sentence uses 'tentative' best?

Jason was tentative... 5.RL.4

Paused (Fiction) - Vocabulary 2 2 G/O 2 tentative unsure | uncertain | undecided | *** 

certain | sure | decided

5.RL.4

Paused (Fiction) - Vocabulary 3 1 M/C 1 dim

Definition: Unclear or not very bright. For 

example: There was a dim glow in the room 

from the small candle. The sky began to dim 

as the sun went down. 

Which sentence uses 'dim' best?

My parents like to ... 5.RL.4

Paused (Fiction) - Vocabulary 3 2 G/O 2 dim dull | dark | unclear | *** bright | shining 

| clear

5.RL.4

Paused (Fiction) - Vocabulary 4 1 M/C 1 pesky 

Definition: Pesky means to be annoying or 

troublesome. For example: Doug's mother 

hates those pesky mosquitoes in the summer. 

Sally has a pesky little brother. 

Which sentence uses pesky best?

My pesky little cou... 5.RL.4

Paused (Fiction) - Vocabulary 4 2 G/O 2 pesky annoying | troublesome | irritating | *** 

pleasing | calming | helpful

5.RL.4

Paused (Fiction) - Vocabulary 5 1 M/C 1 inched 

Definition: To make slow progress or to move 

with small steps. For example: I was nervous 

about my piano recital so I inched my way to 

the stage. The traffic was so bad that we 

inched our way along the road.  

Which sentence uses inched best?

Poppy inched her wa... 5.RL.4



Paused (Fiction) - Vocabulary 5 2 G/O 2 inched crawled | lagged | plodded | *** rushed | 

ran | sprinted

5.RL.4

Paused (Fiction) - Vocabulary 6 1 M/C 1 waded 

Definition: To have slowly walked through 

something offering resistance, such as water, 

snow, or sand. For example: There were so 

many balloons at my party that my guests 

waded through them. Every day last summer, 

my dog waded through the shallow pond in 

search of sticks.  

Which sentence uses waded best?

My family waded thr... 5.RL.4

Paused (Fiction) - Vocabulary 6 2 G/O 2 waded moved | stepped | plodded | *** avoided 

| evaded | skipped

5.RL.4

Paused (Fiction) - Vocabulary 7 1 FIB 6 Fill in the blanks. Drag and drop the best word 

to complete each sentence.

waded | tentative | nimbly | dim | pesky | 

inched 

5.RL.4

Paused (Fiction) - Vocabulary 8 1 shorttext 1  Apply the vocabulary. Write your own 

sentences using the words shown below. 

Make sure to follow standard sentence 

structure, using capitals, punctuation and 

correct spelling.

waded | tentative | nimbly | dim | pesky | 

inched 

5.L.3

Paused (Fiction) - During1 1 1 M/C 1 The author uses the word 'he' in the story to 

talk about the main character. Who is the he 

that the author is referring to? Select the 

correct answer below.

a male video game c... 5.RL.6

Paused (Fiction) - During1 2 1 M/C 1 The author writes, 'The dim light from the 

candles cast a soft glow in front of him.' What 

would that look like? Select the image that 

most closely matches the description.

[Image] 5.RL.4

Paused (Fiction) - During1 3 1 FIB 3 Complete the sentences by selecting the 

correct word from each drop-down box 

below.

boiling | witch | eyes 5.RL.1

Paused (Fiction) - During2 1 1 FIB 2 Complete the sentence by selecting the 

correct word from each drop-down box 

below.

pesky | survived 5.RL.4

Paused (Fiction) - During2 2 1 M/C 1 The author writes, 'His heart was racing and 

tiny beads of sweat stung his eyes as they 

trickled down his forehead.' What does the 

author mean when he says, 'His heart was 

racing?

his heart was beati... 5.RL.4



Paused (Fiction) - During2 3 1 FIB 10 Adverbs and adjectives are describing words. 

Drag and drop each adverb and adjective 

below beside the word or phrase that it 

describes in the passage.

pesky | tiny | soft | suddenly 5.RL.4

Paused (Fiction) - During2 4 1 M/C 1 What did the main character have to wait for 

Timmy to do? Select the correct answer 

below.

finish eating his d... 5.RL.1

Paused (Fiction) - Post 1 1 shorttext 1 Why was the character in the game frozen at 

the end of the story? Answer by writing a 

complete sentence in the space below.

stopped playing pau... 5.RL.1

Paused (Fiction) - Post 2 1 G/O 1 Drag and drop the events in sequence into the 

graphic organizer to create a timeline for the 

story.

He landed face to f... | *** He bolted the 

heavy... | *** He could hear the d... | *** 

He reached for his ... | *** He had to wait 

for ...

5.RL.2

Paused (Fiction) - Post 3 1 M/C 1 Why did the character in the game sigh with 

disappointment? Select the correct answer 

below.

He had to wait unti... 5.RL.1

Paused (Fiction) - Post 4 1 longtext 1 Why do you think the author waited until the 

end to introduce Timmy? Write your answer 

in the space below, using information from 

the text to support your explanation.

In their answers, students can refer to the 

fact that the author wanted to keep the 

story a mystery until the end by disguising 

the fact that it was about a video game. 

5.RI.2 | 5.RI.8

Paused (Fiction) - Post 5 1 M/C 1 At the end of the story, the author does not 

reveal whether or not the character in the 

video game will successfully complete his 

adventure by defeating the dragon. What do 

we call this type of ending? Select the correct 

answer below.

a cliffhanger 5.RL.4

Paused (Fiction) - Post 6 1 longtext 1 Imagine you are the main character in the 

story. Timmy has finished his dinner and is 

ready to continue playing the game. Invent a 

name for your character and describe how 

your adventure ends. Do you defeat the 

dragon? Where do you go next? Write your 

continuation of the story using full sentences 

in the space below.

This is a creative writing activity. Students 

can create any ending but should include 

the characters from the passage and 

provide continuity in the action. 

5.RL.1 | W.5.3



Name Question Part Type Score Question Answer

$6.5 Million - Vocab 1 1 M/C 1
associates                                                                                                                                        

Definition: partners, friends or co-workers. 

For example: Jane and Danny had been 

associates in the publishing industry for 10 

years. Kendra's associates failed to back her 

up when the project ran into delays. 

Which sentence demonstrates the best use of 

the word 'associates'?

The two associates ... 5.L.4 | 5.L.5 | 5.L.6

$6.5 Million - Vocab 1 2 G/O 2 associates friends | partners | colleagues | 

competitors | enemies | strangers
5.L.4 | 5.L.5 | 5.L.6

$6.5 Million - Vocab 2 1 M/C 1 decrepit

Definition: worn out or ruined because of age 

or neglect. For example: The decrepit building 

was badly in need of repair. The old, 

abandoned house looked decrepit.

Which sentence demonstrates the best use of 

the word 'decrepit'?

The shack had long ... 5.L.4 | 5.L.5 | 5.L.6

$6.5 Million - Vocab 2 2 G/O 2 decrepit damaged | dilapidated | rickety | *** 

maintained | fresh | sturdy
5.L.4 | 5.L.5 | 5.L.6

$6.5 Million - Vocab 3 1 M/C 1
chauffeur

Definition: a person employed to drive others 

in a vehicle. The chauffeur drove the children 

to their music lessons on Saturday mornings. 

Mr. Lang has a chauffeur who takes him into 

New York every day.   

Which sentence demonstrates the best use of 

the word 'chauffeur'?

The mom acted as a ... 5.L.4 | 5.L.5 | 5.L.6

$6.5 Million - Vocab 3 2 G/O 2 chauffeur operator | driver | motorist | *** 

passenger | pedestrian | cyclist
5.L.4 | 5.L.5 | 5.L.6

Tags



$6.5 Million - Vocab 4 1 M/C 1 fidgeting

Definition: to move about restlessly, 

nervously, or impatiently. For example: 

Michael could not stop fidgeting in his chair. 

The boy kept fidgeting with his pencil while 

awaiting his turn to speak. 

Which sentence demonstrates the best use of 

the word 'fidgeting'?

The baby was fidget... 5.L.4 | 5.L.5 | 5.L.6

$6.5 Million - Vocab 4 2 G/O 2 fidgeting wiggling | squirming | twitching | *** calm 

| still | relaxed
5.L.4 | 5.L.5 | 5.L.6

$6.5 Million - Vocab 5 1 M/C 1
vault

Definition: a large room or chamber used for 

storage, especially an underground one. For 

example: There are many gold bars in the 

vault of the bank. All of their valuables were 

stored in the basement vault. 

Which sentence demonstrates the best use of 

the word 'vault'?

The bank vault cont... 5.L.4 | 5.L.5 | 5.L.6

$6.5 Million - Vocab

5 2 G/O 2 vault safe | compartment | chamber | *** field 

| open | public
5.L.4 | 5.L.5 | 5.L.6

$6.5 Million - Vocab 6 1 M/C 1
identical

Definition: similar or alike in every way; being 

the very same. For example: The two cars are 

identical except for their license plates. This is 

the identical room we stayed in last year. 

Which sentence demonstrates the best use of 

the word 'identical'?

My cousins are iden... 5.L.4 | 5.L.5 | 5.L.6

$6.5 Million - Vocab 6 2 G/O 2 identical exact | matching | same | *** distinct | 

unique | unlike
5.L.4 | 5.L.5 | 5.L.6



$6.5 Million - Vocab 7 1 M/C 1
pessimistic

Definition: the tendency to expect bad things 

to happen; gloomy. For example: His 

pessimistic outlook kept him from applying 

for jobs for which he was qualified. The 

doctor sounded pessimistic when discussing 

his patient's recovery after the operation.   

Which sentence demonstrates the best use of 

the word 'pessimistic'?

Since Julie had not... 5.L.4 | 5.L.5 | 5.L.6

$6.5 Million - Vocab 7 2 G/O 2 pessimistic bleak | negative | gloomy | *** cheerful | 

optimistic | joyful 5.L.4 | 5.L.5 | 5.L.6

$6.5 Million - Vocab 8 1 M/C 1 attire

Definition: something you wear; clothing. For 

example: Janie's attire for the event was 

described as simple but elegant. Their casual 

attire wasn't appropriate for the formal 

dinner.   

Which sentence demonstrates the best use of 

the word 'attire'?

John selected a for... 5.L.4 | 5.L.5 | 5.L.6

$6.5 Million - Vocab 8 2 G/O 2 attire apparel | clothes | wardrobe | *** bare | 

uncovered | undressed

5.L.4 | 5.L.5 | 5.L.6

$6.5 Million - Vocab 9 1 M/C 1
reluctant

Definition: with hesitation or doubt, unwilling. 

For example: Marie was reluctant to make 

the dentist appointment knowing she needed 

a root canal. The couple was reluctant to buy 

the home since they could not afford the 

price.   

Which sentence demonstrates the best use of 

the word 'reluctant'?

Frank's bad dream a... 5.L.4 | 5.L.5 | 5.L.6

$6.5 Million - Vocab 9 2 G/O 2 reluctant 5.L.4 | 5.L.5 | 5.L.6

$6.5 Million - Vocab 10 1 FIB 9 Fill in the blanks. Drag and drop the best word 

to complete each sentence.

attire | identical | reluctant | chauffeur | 

pessimistic | fidgeting | associates | vault 

| decrepit

5.L.4 | 5.L.5 | 5.L.6



$6.5 Million - Vocab 11 1 shorttext 1  

Apply the vocabulary. Write your own 

sentences using the words shown below. 

Make sure to follow correct sentence 

structure, using proper punctuation. 

capitalization, punctuation, and spelling.

attire | identical | reluctant | chauffeur | 

pessimistic | fidgeting | associates | vault 

| decrepit

5.L.1 | 5.L.2| 5.L.3

$6.5 Million  - During 1 1 1 M/C 1 Rudy had his heart set on the Brink's vault.

What does that phrase mean?

to want something v... 5.RL.1 | 5.RL.4

$6.5 Million  - During 1 2 1 M/C 1 Where was the Brink's underground vault 

located?

Boston

$6.5 Million  - During 1 3 1 M/C 1 Which words would best describe a decrepit 

hideout?

dirty dusty dingy 5.RL.1 | 5.RL.4

$6.5 Million  - During 2 1 1 Multiresponse 1 Which words best describe Bobby's feelings 

toward the robbery?

pessimistic| reluctant 5.RL.1 | 5.RL.4

$6.5 Million  - During 2 2 1 M/C 1 What was the attire worn by the robbers? chauffeur hats 5.RL.1 | 5.RL.4

$6.5 Million  - During 2 3 1 M/C 1 Which statement below suggests that the 

robbery would take only a short time?

Bobby put the van i...

$6.5 Million  - During 3 1 1 M/C 1 Why did Bobby start fidgeting? too much time had p... 5.RL.1 | 5.RL.4

$6.5 Million  - During 3 2 1 M/C 1 What made Bobby jump out of his seat? Rudy slamming the v... 5.RL.1 | 5.RL.4

$6.5 Million  - During 3 3 1 M/C 1 How many men broke into the vault? 7

$6.5 Million  - Post Reading 1 1 mcq 1 Which adjectives best describe the way Bobby 

feels during the bank heist? Select all that 

apply.

pessimistic | nervous 5.RL.1 | 5.RL.4

$6.5 Million  - Post Reading 2 1 M/C 1 Which statement best summarizes the second 

paragraph?

Bobby agreed to dri... 5.RI.2 | 5.RL.1

$6.5 Million  - Post Reading 3 1 FIB 4 Are the following statements true or false? 

Select the correct answer from each drop-

down box.

False | False | True | True 5.RI.1 | 5.RI.4

$6.5 Million  - Post Reading 4 1 G/O 1 Drag and drop the information from the story 

into the correct sequence on the graphic 

organizer below.

Rudy told his gang ... | *** At 9:55 p.m. 

the va... | *** Rudy and his gang w... | *** 

Bobby drove quickly... | *** Police 

received a c...

5.RL.1 | 5.RL.2

$6.5 Million  - Post Reading 5 1 FIB 6 Summarize the details from the text. Drag 

and drop the correct numbers associated with 

each statement below.

9:55 | 24 | 6.5 | 10:07 | 7 | 20

$6.5 Million  - Post Reading 6 1 M/C 1 The story ends suddenly with the police 

getting a call about a robbery. What kind of 

literary device did the author use?

cliffhanger 5.RL.1 | 5.RL.5

5.RL.1

5.RL.1

5.RL.1

5.RL.1



$6.5 Million  - Post Reading 7 1 longtext 4 Do you think Rudy and his gang got away with 

the $6.5 million? Write a paragraph that 

provides a new ending for the story. Use 

standard capitalization, spelling and 

punctuation.

Answers can be yes or no and should be 

supported with information from the text 

about the heist. 

Name Question Part Type Score Question Answer Tags

Skater Girls- Vocab 1 1 M/C 1 competition

Definition: A competition is a contest or event 

in which people try to win by being the best. 

For example: The team lost the volleyball 

competition. The class had a competition to 

see who could read the most books during 

the year. 

Which sentence uses 'competition' best?

The girls held a co... 5.L.4 | 5.L.5 | 5.L.6

Skater Girls- Vocab 1 2 G/O 2 competition championship | contest | tournament | 

*** partnership | collaboration | 

teamwork

5.RL.4

Skater Girls- Vocab 2 1 M/C 1 title

Definition: The position of being the 

champion of a sports competition. For 

example: He currently holds the heavyweight 

boxing title. The school won the basketball 

title last year.  

Which sentence uses 'title' best?

He won the boxing t... 5.L.4 | 5.L.5 | 5.L.6

Skater Girls- Vocab 2 2 G/O 2 title championship | award | trophy | *** 

defeat | last | loss

5.RL.4

Skater Girls- Vocab 3 1 M/C 1 including

Definition: To contain or be a part of a group. 

For example:  I have lots of medals, including 

one for first place in swimming. Everyone, 

including me, liked the second movie more 

than the first one.  

Which sentence uses 'including' best?

The football team w... 5.L.4 | 5.L.5 | 5.L.6

Skater Girls- Vocab 3 2 G/O 2 including involving | combining | incorporating | 

*** excluding | rejecting | separating

5.L.4

5.RL.1 | 5.RL.3 | 

5.W.3



Skater Girls- Vocab 4 1 M/C 1 voted

Definition:  To make a decision about 

someone or something by casting ballots, 

taking tallies, or counting hands. For example: 

The majority of citizens voted for the 

President. The movie was voted the best film 

of the summer. 

Which sentence uses 'voted' best?

The class voted for... 5.L.4 | 5.L.5 | 5.L.6

Skater Girls- Vocab 4 2 G/O 2 voted picked | selected | chosen | *** vetoed | 

rejected | ignored

5.RL.4

Skater Girls- Vocab 5 1 M/C 1 newcomer

 Definition: A person who has recently arrived 

somewhere or who has recently started a 

new activity. For example: The boy was a 

newcomer to this country. That player is a 

newcomer to baseball.

Which sentence uses 'newcomer' best?

The transfer studen... 5.L.4 | 5.L.5 | 5.L.6

Skater Girls- Vocab 5 2 G/O 2 newcomer rookie | beginner | novice | *** veteran | 

experienced | expert

5.RL.4

Skater Girls- Vocab 6 1 M/C 1 considered

Definition: Thought about or decided upon 

with care. For example: The teacher 

considered which student should win the 

monthly class award. The boy is considered to 

be the best in his age group for football.

Which sentence uses 'considered' best?

Julie considered he... 5.L.4 | 5.L.5 | 5.L.6

Skater Girls- Vocab 6 2 G/O 2 considered contemplated | studied | analyzed | *** 

ignored | dismissed | disregarded

5.RL.4



Skater Girls- Vocab 7 1 M/C 1 sponsors

Definition: In sports, sponsors are people or 

organizations that give money to athletes for 

training, clothing, and equipment in return for 

advertising. For example: Her sponsors 

include a major shoe company. Our company 

is one of the sponsors of the tennis 

competition. 

Which sentence uses 'sponsors' best?

The professional at... 5.L.4 | 5.L.5 | 5.L.6

Skater Girls- Vocab 7 2 G/O 2 sponsors promoters | supporters | backers | *** 

opponents | rivals | critics

5.RL.4

Skater Girls- Vocab 8 1 FIB 7 Complete the sentences by dragging and 

dropping each word into the correct blank 

space below.

considered | sponsors | title | including | 

voted | competition | newcomer

5.L.4 | 5.L.5 | 5.L.6

Skater Girls- Vocab 9 1 shorttext 1  Apply the vocabulary. Write your own 

sentences using the words shown below. 

Make sure to follow standard sentence 

structure, using capitals, punctuation and 

correct spelling.

considered | sponsors | title | including | 

voted | competition | newcomer

5.L.1 | 5.L.2 | 5.L.3

Skater Girls  - During 1 1 1 M/C 1 What professional skateboarders are 

introduced by the author in this paragraph? 

Select each correct name below.

Tony Hawk | Elissa Steamer | Lyn-Z Adams 

Hawkins

5.RI.1

Skater Girls  - During 1 2 1 FIB 1 Complete the sentence by selecting the 

correct word from the drop-down box below.

1990s 5.RI.1 | 5.RI.4

Skater Girls  - During 1 3 1 FIB 7 Complete the sentences by selecting the 

correct word in each of the drop-down boxes 

below.

ollie | Tony Hawk | pro | long | all | late | 

more

5.RI.1 | 5.RI.4

Skater Girls - During 2 1 1 M/C 1 Elissa Steamer has won many competitions in 

her career. What was the first competition 

she won as a professional skateboarder? 

Select the correct response below.

Slam City Jam 5.RI.1

Skater Girls - During 2 2 1 M/C 1 Who voted Elissa Steamer the best female 

skater in the world?

Check It Out magazi... 5.RI.1

Skater Girls - During 2 3 1 FIB 4 Complete the sentences by dragging and 

dropping each phrase below into the correct 

blank space.

in 1989 at the age ... | winning the first w... 

| two years in a row. | best female skater 

...

5.RI.4 | 5.RI.1



Skater Girls - During 2 4 1 M/C 1 What does it mean when the passage states 

that,  "She hasn't looked back since?"

Ever since winning ... 5.RI.1 | 5.RI.4

Skater Girls - During 3 1 1 M/C 1 The author introduces another professional 

female skateboarder, Lyn-Z Adams Hawkins, 

in this paragraph. How does Lyn-Z differ from 

Elissa Steamer? Select the correct answer 

below.

She is fairly new t... 5.RI.3 | 5.RI.1

Skater Girls - During 3 2 1 FIB 3 Fill in the blanks. Drag and drop the best 

words to complete the sentence below. (Hint: 

match the order of events from the passage.)

All Girl Skate Jam | Slam City Jam | the X 

Games

5.RI.1

Skater Girls - During 3 3 1 M/C 1 The author states, Lyn-Z has also scored 

herself some sweet sponsors. What do you 

think the author means by the descriptive 

word 'sweet'?

They are great or v... 5.RI.4

Skater Girls -- Post 1 1 M/C 1 The author uses the word 'ollie' in the first 

sentence. What do you think an ollie is?

a skateboarding tri... 5.RI.4

Skater Girls -- Post 2 1 M/C 1 Female pro skateboarders like Elissa Steamer 

and Lyn-Z Adams Hawkins have had to work 

hard to be considered among the best in the 

world. What characteristics do you think 

could be used to describe them? Select each 

correct word listed below.

determined | committed | confident | 

focused

5.RI.1

Skater Girls -- Post 3 1 G/O 1 Complete the graphic organizer to compare 

Elissa Steamer to Lyn-Z Adams Hawkins. Drag 

and drop facts about Elissa Steamer to the left 

circle and facts about Lyn-Z Adams Hawkins 

to the right circle. Facts that apply to both 

women go in the middle section where the 

two circles overlap. 

started skateboardi... | voted best female 

s... | won first women€™s s... | won title at 

World ... | *** sponsors include DC... | 

won Slam City Jam | won title at X Game... 

| newcomer to the spo... | *** 

professional skateb...

5.RI.3

Skater Girls -- Post 4 1 longtext 4 The author ends the passage with, 'Watch out 

boys. Here come the girls!' What do you think 

the author means by this sentence? Write 

your response in the space below and provide 

evidence from the passage to support your 

answer.

In their answer, students can refer to the 

fact that girls are winning competitions 

and are getting just as good as the boys at 

the sport of skateboarding.

5.RI.1 | 5.RI.8



Skater Girls -- Post 5 1 shorttext 1 Why do you think that most people have 

heard of the name Tony Hawk, but are 

unfamiliar with the names Elissa Steamer and 

Lyn-Z Adams Hawkins? Answer the question 

using a full sentence in the space below.

Men's sports and mal... | Many people still 

d...

5.RI.1

Skater Girls -- Post 6 1 G/O 1 Demonstrate your knowledge of the main 

idea and supporting details of this passage. 

Drag and drop the information below to the 

correct boxes on the graphic organizer.

Female skateboarder... | *** Since the late 

1990... | Elissa Steamer has ... | Lyn-Z 

Adams Hawkins... | Female skateboarder...

5.RI.2

Name Question Part Type Score Question Answer Tags

Summer Hoops - Vocab 1 1 M/C 1 concentration

Definition: The action or power of focusing 

one's attention or mental effort. For example: 

Walking on a tightrope takes a lot of 

concentration.  With great concentration, the 

doctor completed her surgery. 

Which sentence uses 'concentration'  best?

After hours of inte... 5.L.3 | 5.L.4 | 5.L.5

Summer Hoops - Vocab 1 2 G/O 2 concentration focus | absorption | attention | *** 

distraction | neglect | disinterest

5.RL.4

Summer Hoops - Vocab 2 1 M/C 1 confidence

Definition: A feeling of self-assurance coming 

from the appreciation of your abilities or 

qualities. For example: I am trying to have 

more confidence in myself. My instructor said 

that my swimming will improve as I gain 

confidence in the deep end.

Which sentence uses 'confidence' best?

My coach says that ... 5.L.3 | 5.L.4 | 5.L.6

Summer Hoops - Vocab 2 2 G/O 2 confidence assurance | self-esteem | faith | *** 

hesitation | uncertainty | doubt

5.RL.4



Summer Hoops - Vocab 3 1 M/C 1 brightly

Definition: Something shining, vibrant or 

reflecting a light in large amounts. For 

example: All my friends wore brightly colored 

dresses to the dance. The lights on our tree 

glowed brightly. 

Which sentence uses 'brightly' best?

Tony lay on the gra... 5.L.3 | 5.L.4 | 5.L.6

Summer Hoops - Vocab 3 2 G/O 2 brightly brilliantly | dazzlingly | glowingly | *** 

sadly | dully | darkly

5.RL.4

Summer Hoops - Vocab 4 1 M/C 1 immensely

Definition: Something that is done or felt to a 

great extent. For example: The movie star 

was immensely popular. I admire my 

grandmother immensely.  

Which sentence uses 'immensely' best?

She was immensely p... 5.L.4 | 5.L.5 | 5.L.6

Summer Hoops - Vocab 4 2 G/O 2 immensely hugely | greatly | extremely | *** mildly | 

little | moderately

5.RL.4

Summer Hoops - Vocab 5 1 M/C 1 weakness

Definition: A quality or feature regarded as a 

disadvantage or fault. For example: I am a 

good student, but math is my weakness. In 

order to succeed you must recognize your 

areas of weakness.  

Which sentence uses 'weakness' best?

I am a great swimme... 5.L.4 | 5.L.5 | 5.L.6

Summer Hoops - Vocab 5 2 G/O 2 weakness shortcoming | flaw | deficiency | *** 

strength | perfection | prowess

5.RL.4

Summer Hoops - Vocab 6 1 M/C 1 satisfied

Definition: To be fulfilled, content or happy. 

For example: The goal of our company is to 

have satisfied customers. I am always 

satisfied after a meal at my favorite 

restaurant. 

Which sentence uses satisfied  best?

I recommended Aruba... 5.L.4 | 5.L.5 | 5.L.6

Summer Hoops - Vocab 6 2 G/O 2 satisfied pleased | happy | content | *** angry | 

disgruntled | disappointed

5.RL.4



Summer Hoops - Vocab 7 1 FIB -1 Fill in the blanks. Drag and drop the best word 

to complete each sentence.

confidence | brightly | immensely | 

weakness | satisfied | concentration

5.L.1

Summer Hoops - Vocab 8 1 shorttext 1  Apply the vocabulary. Write your own 

sentences using the words shown below. 

Make sure to follow standard sentence 

structure, using capitals, punctuation and 

correct spelling.

confidence | brightly | immensely | 

weakness | satisfied | concentration

5.L.1 | 5.L.3 | 5.L.2

Summer Hoops - During 1 1 1 M/C 1 The author mentions the amount of time that 

Jenny spends on the basketball court every 

day. How many hours would you estimate 

that Jenny spends there each day?

about 12 hours 5.RL.1

Summer Hoops - During 1 2 1 shorttext 1 What does Jenny love more than anything? 

To answer the question, write a complete 

sentence in the space provided below.

basketball 5.RL.1

Summer Hoops - During 1 3 1 G/O 5 Jenny has a routine that she follows while 

practicing basketball. Drag and drop each of 

the names of the activities below into the 

correct boxes on the graphic organizer to 

show the order in which she practices them.

layups | *** post ups | *** outside shot | 

*** shoots 100 baskets | *** goes home

5.RL.5

Summer Hoops - During 2 1 1 M/C 1 What broke Jenny's concentration? Select the 

correct answer listed below.

Hearing her brother... 5.RL.1

Summer Hoops - During 2 2 1 G/O 1 There are two lines in the passage that 

suggest Dom is impressed by Jenny's 

basketball skills. Drag and drop the two 

sentences that best convey his feelings into 

the box below.  

You€™re getting bett... | You haven€™t 

missed ...

5.RL.4

Summer Hoops - During 2 3 1 FIB 4 Complete the sentences by selecting the 

correct word listed in each drop-down box 

below.

concentration | watching | had not | way 

to go

5.RL.1

Summer Hoops - During 3 1 1 FIB 1 Replace the adverb immensely in the 

sentence below by selecting a synonym listed 

in the drop-down box.

enormously 5.RL.4

Summer Hoops - During 3 2 1 M/C 1 What does Jenny mean when says, One-on-

one?

She is challenging ... 5.RL.1

Summer Hoops - During 3 3 1 M/C 1 What word best describes the way Jenny is 

feeling in this paragraph? Select the correct 

answer listed below.

happy 5.RL.2



Summer Hoops - Post 1 1 M/C 1 The author chooses to start the story with this 

sentence: Jenny loves basketball more than 

anything. Why is that a good starting point? 

Select the correct answer listed below.

It sets the tone fo... 5.RL.6

Summer Hoops - Post 2 1 M/C 1 Theme is the central idea in a text. Which of 

these sentences best describes the theme of 

this passage? Select the correct answer listed 

below.

If you practice and... 5.RL.2

Summer Hoops - Post 3 1 FIB 4 We learn about different aspects of Jenny's 

character in the passage. Drag and drop the 

evidence statements below to the blank space 

beside the matching characteristics.

Jenny practiced bas... | Jenny did not 

notic... | She looked up to Do... | Jenny 

smiled bright...

5.RL.2

Summer Hoops - Post 4 1 G/O 1 Jenny looks up to her big brother, Dom. Drag 

and drop four pieces of information from the 

text that support this conclusion into the 

correct boxes on the graphic organizer below.

Jenny looks up to D... | *** She smiles 

when he ... | She got a boost of ... | She 

thinks that he ... | She calls him an am...

5.RL.3

Summer Hoops - Post 5 1 M/C 1 Jenny thinks Dom is an amazing basketball 

player. How do his words affect her in the 

passage? Select all that appy.

She smiles and gets... | She is thankful 

and...

5.RL.3

Summer Hoops - Post 6 1 longtext 1 Jenny admires her brother Dom because he is 

a great basketball player, which is something 

she also strives to be. In the space provided 

below, write a paragraph describing someone 

you admire and the reasons why. Be sure to 

write using complete sentences.

This is a creative writing activity. Students 

should provide reasons for their choice 

and why they admire that person. 

5.RL.2

Name Question Part Type Score Question Answer Tags

Zoo Day - Vocab 1 1 M/C 1 hoisted

Definition: To be lifted up. For example: The 

body builder hoisted the weights above his 

head. I hoisted my heavy suitcase onto the 

cart. 

Which sentence uses 'hoisted' best?

Susan hoisted the b... 5.L.4 | 5.L.5 | 5.L.6

Zoo Day - Vocab 1 2 G/O 2 hoisted raised | elevated | lifted | *** descended 

| dropped | lowered

5.RL.4



Zoo Day - Vocab 2 1 M/C 1 complaining

Definition: To object to something and state 

your objection; express pain or discontent. 

For example: Dave is always complaining 

about his difficult boss. After complaining 

about our dirty hotel room, we were given 

our money back. 

Which sentence uses 'complaining' best?

Ciera was always co... 5.L.4 | 5.L.5 | 5.L.6

Zoo Day - Vocab 2 2 G/O 2 complaining whining | moaning | grumbling | *** 

praising | enjoying | appreciating

5.RL.4

Zoo Day - Vocab 3 1 M/C 1 energetic

Definition: To be full of life and energy. For 

example: The energetic puppies played all day 

in the yard. Jessica was an outgoing and 

energetic little girl. 

Which sentence uses 'energetic' best?

Lola made a great c... 5.L.4 | 5.L.5 | 5.L.6

Zoo Day - Vocab 3 2 G/O 2 energetic lively | spirited | vibrant | *** lifeless | 

lazy | tired

5.RL.4

Zoo Day - Vocab 4 1 M/C 1 gawking

Definition: To stare at something with 

amazement. For example: We were all 

gawking at our favorite singer when he 

performed at the local mall. The crowd was 

gawking at the gates when the princess 

walked out. 

Which sentence uses 'gawking' best?

I was gawking at Ca... 5.L.4 | 5.L.5 | 5.L.6

Zoo Day - Vocab 4 2 G/O 2 gawking staring | glaring | gazing | *** peeking | 

glancing | avoiding

5.RL.4

Zoo Day - Vocab 5 1 M/C 1 dwarfed

Definition: To be minimized or caused to 

appear smaller. For example: Grace's massive 

hat dwarfed her head. The soaring eagle 

dwarfed the delicate butterfly.   

Which sentence uses 'dwarfed' best?

Our car was dwarfed... 5.L.4 | 5.L.5 | 5.L.6



Zoo Day - Vocab 5 2 G/O 2 dwarfed dominated | overshadowed | belittled | 

*** maximized | magnified | highlighted

5.RL.4

Zoo Day - Vocab 6 1 M/C 1 immense

Definition: Extremely large or enormous. For 

example: I have an immense amount of 

respect for the coach of my baseball team. 

My mother always cooks an immense 

amount of food for Thanksgiving. 

Which sentence uses 'immense' best?

The T-Rex was an im... 5.L.4 | 5.L.5 | 5.L.6

Zoo Day - Vocab 6 2 G/O 2 immense colossal | enormous | giant | *** tiny | 

miniature | little

5.RL.4

Zoo Day - Vocab 7 1 M/C 1 squealing

Definition: Yelling in a loud and high-pitched 

manner. For example: I was squealing with 

delight when my dad bought me a pony. 

Jasmine was squealing with excitement when 

she met her favorite celebrity. 

Which sentence uses 'squealing' best?

Randy was squealing... 5.L.6 | 5.L.5 | 5.L.4

Zoo Day - Vocab 7 2 G/O 2 squealing screaming | shrieking | screeching | *** 

speaking | whispering | whimpering

5.RL.4

Zoo Day - Vocab 8 1 FIB 2 Complete the sentences below. Drag and 

drop each word into the correct blank space.

hoisted | complaining | energetic | 

dwarfed | immense | gawking | squealing

5.L.4 | 5.L.5 | 5.L.6

Zoo Day - Vocab 9 1 shorttext 1  Apply the vocabulary. Write your own 

complete sentences in the spaces provided 

using each of the words listed below. Make 

sure to follow standard sentence structure, 

using capitals, punctuation and correct 

spelling.

hoisted | complaining | energetic | 

dwarfed | immense | gawking | squealing

5.L.1 | 5.L.2 | 5.L.3

Zoo Day - During 1 1 1 M/C 1 What group of animals was the speaker in the 

story hoping to see before lunch? Select the 

correct answer listed below.

reptiles  5.RL.1

Zoo Day - During 1 2 1 M/C 1 What did the main character's sister do when 

she saw the pandas? Select the correct 

answer listed below.

squealed  5.RL.1



Zoo Day - During 1 3 1 M/C 1 If the crowd was gawking at the pandas, how 

did they likely feel about them? Select the 

correct answer listed below.

amazed 5.RL.1 | 5.RL.4

Zoo Day - During 1 4 1 shorttext 1 Write the missing word in the space provided 

below to complete the following statement: 

Even after walking at the zoo for hours, the 

author still felt ______________.

energetic 5.RL.1 | 5.RL.4

Zoo Day - During 1 5 1 FIB 1 Complete each sentence by selecting the 

correct word listed in each drop-down box 

below.

groaning|crowd 

of|immense|cute|hoisted

5.RL.1

Zoo Day - During 2 1 1 shorttext 1 What does the speaker mean by saying, I 

started to lose my cool? Answer the question 

by writing a complete sentence in the space 

provided below.

That they were losi... 5.RL.4

Zoo Day - During 2 2 1 FIB 4 Drag and drop each effect listed below to the 

blank space beside its corresponding cause.

losing your cool | stopping for lunch | 

missing the boa's d... | catching the wild 

c...

5.RL.3

Zoo Day - During 2 3 1 M/C 1 Explain why an exclamation mark is used in 

the following sentence:

'While munching on messy burgers and 

greasy fries, we'd miss the boa's daily 

feeding!' Select the correct answer listed 

below.

The speaker is worr... 5.RL.1

Zoo Day - Post 1 1 G/O 1 Which animal or animals do we know that the 

main character was able to see at the zoo? 

Drag and drop the matching image or images 

into the box below.

[Image 1]: pandas 5.RL.1

Zoo Day - Post 2 1 M/C 1 The speaker visits the zoo with family 

members who don't always want to see the 

same exhibits. What word best describes 

what the family needs to do to ensure that 

they have a fun day? Select the correct 

answer listed below.

compromise 5.RL.4

Zoo Day - Post 3 1 G/O 1 The main character in this story felt frustrated 

throughout the zoo visit. Support this 

conclusion with evidence from the text. Drag 

and drop the statements listed below into the 

correct boxes on the graphic organizer.

being stuck behinda... | missing the boas 

da... | family complaintsab... | having to 

stopfor l...

5.RL.2



Zoo Day - Post 4 1 G/O 1 This passage mentions four species of 

animals. Drag and drop the names and 

descriptions of these animals into the correct 

boxes on the map below to show the parts of 

the world where they are commonly found.

pandas arenative to... | *** boa 

constrictors ar...

5.RL.1

Zoo Day - Post 5 1 G/O 1 Put the events of the story into the order in 

which they occurred. Drag and drop each 

event below into the correct box on the 

graphic organizer.

the speaker's famil... | *** the speaker 

was ann... | *** a man with a big ca... | 

*** the speaker was wor... | *** the 

speaker felt re...

5.RL.1 | 5.RL.2

Zoo Day - Post 6 1 G/O 1 Throughout this passage we learn about the 

main character's personality traits. Drag and 

drop the traits that best describe the main 

character into the box on the left and 

evidence of those traits into the box on the 

right.

impatient | animal lover | organized | *** 

easily annoyed when... | has a 

genuine inter... | timed out their vis...

5.RL.3

Zoo Day - Post 7 1 G/O 1 Organizing the characters, events and actions 

in a story helps to understand the main 

message of that text. Complete the graphic 

organizer by dragging and dropping the 

information below into the correct box for 

each category.

a family trip to th... | *** a family of two 

chi... | *** to see and learn ab... | *** a 

trip to the zoo | *** putting up with gro... 

| *** present time | *** the zoo

5.RL.3


